
Spinning Gold
Film + TV Case Study 

SET
250+ Cast+Crew 
7 weeks
4 Positive Cases
No shutdowns



OPEN Set Contact Tracing chosen to:

● Reduce threat of shutdown costs  
using precise Ultra-wide band 
(UWB) data, rather than faulty 
human memories or error-prone 
BlueTooth trackers

● Proactively prevent infection on 
set by monitoring Zone protocol 
violations with Incident Reporting

SET
Spinning Gold



Storage & Charging
Spinning Gold used 3 OPEN Set cabinets for storing and 
charging devices. People checked out devices daily and 
returned them at the end of the day for charging.

Zone and Device Assignment
COVID officers assigned cast and crew their specific OPEN Set 
device and to their appropriate “Zone” (labeling each device 
with the assigned person’s name).  

Monitor Devices
Using the OPEN Set mobile app and/or web dashboard, 
COVID officers monitored devices for any potential issues (i.e. 
low battery life, etc …)

SETUP



May 5-14 - OPEN SET wearables received and setup:

● 2 Cabinet setup for ~100 device chargers
● COVID team managed device assignment:

○ name/role/dept/zone input using 
app/web site

○ Devices labeled with name, lanyard 
colors matched zone

May 15-30 - OPEN SET mandated across entire set:  

● Everyone received/returned device at cabinet
● Additional Cabinet setup for 100-150 

additional devices

June 1-23 - Spinning Gold Shoot days:

● Everyone testing 2-3x per week
● 1 OPEN Set team member on site for support

TIMELINE



Real-Time Alerts for Zone Protocol Violations
Production defined parameters for generating real-time 
warnings to alert COVID officers when people breached zone 
protocol.  

Customized Contact History Reports
Daily+Weekly close contact history reports sent to production 
heads, highlighting specific instances of risky exposure.

Dashboard & Web UI
Charts and graphs showing trends and other changes over 
time helped production understand the impact of their 
protocols and adjusted behavior over time.

INCIDENTS



When someone tests positive...

1. Perform One-click Contact Tracing with App 
“SYNC” button
App is used to get data off the users OPEN SET tracer using 
“Sync” button.  Auto syncing also happens with all devices in 
cabinets.

2. Obtain Close Contact Report from App / Web 
site for any period
This displays all the people that came in contact with the infected 
person, along with how much time they spent together at various 
distance ranges.

3. Make Data-Driven Quarantine & Testing 
Decisions 
Use the data to determine who should quarantine and/or get 
re-tested

CONTACT TRACING



What happens if someone tests positive? (Blind Case)

Tedious and Unreliable Manual Contact Tracing
Spend hours interviewing everyone on set in the desired time period and note their contacts .

Make decisions based on unreliable human memories
Determine who should quarantine and/or get tested once the manual contact tracing is complete.

Spend lots of money on testing
When there’s only memory, the typical effect is to test people who came into any type of contact, not 
accounting for duration. This leads to a lot more testing and/therefore cost, when, if more precise data were 
available, different decisions would likely be made.

CONTACT TRACING



3 Cases: One-Click Contact tracing
Reports showed who was within 6FT of the infected 
person and for how much time … obtained in < 90mins.   
All persons from report quarantined and retested 
within the day.  Driven by Covid Compliance Officer in 
HIPAA compliant way. 
Result: No shutdown, low cost of interruption

1 Case: Manual Contact Tracing 
Person tested positive, but left OPEN SET tracer in 
trailer on last 2 shoot days.  No data available. 
Result: No shutdown, but very high costs: Production 
paid to get entire staff re-tested (> $50K).  Avoidable if 
person wore OPEN Set tracer.  If this had been earlier, 
production would have been shutdown at enormous 
cost (> $150K/day)

4 Positive Cases in Spinning Gold

“OPEN Set contact tracing literally saved 
our show!”
- Tim Bogart, Spinning Gold Writer/Director



SET
openset.com

View documentary on Spinning Gold + OPEN Set: 
https://vimeo.com/572827507

To request quote and get more information:

Email: sales@openset.com

Text: +1-650-207-5876

https://vimeo.com/572827507
mailto:sales@openset.com

